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8ectionaosof theRaergy with implications for =1=Ilar facilities varying doyees of safety significance 6'

Reorganisation Act of1874, as .-A.A (generic iarid==tz), which create major h incidents are listed by date of ~
'

requires du NRC to di==== lame. safety anaamen can be considered an riiscovery.h incident discovered at
information en aboarmal occurrences abnormal ocurrence.N following Brunswick Unit 1 was theinost
(i.e., unscheduled incidents or events description of the incident'also contains significant from the safety'standy' $t-3 p3,yo
which the a==I== Ion determines are the remedial actions taken. due to the totalloss of both redundantr
significant from the standpoint of pubhc Doge andMace-h NRC has trains of the residual bentremoval
health and safety).The following received notifications from several system. no other incidentsJwhich were .m.

.

recurrence of certain incidants was nuclear power plant licensees indicating aflesser safety significance.'are other. sD.@ .
determined to be an abnormal that the heet transfer capabilities in ascent examples of the recurrent nature 4,

occurrence using the criteria published some safety-related and non. safety. of flow blockage problems which have
in the Federal Register on February 24 related cooling systems were degraded been experienced.h prindpal cause
1977 (42 FR 20050). Example I D.4 ("For by unanticipated blockage of the coolant for the now blockage in many of these.

All Lt.ensees")in Appendix A notes flow paths. Table 1 lists several situations was a buildup of biological
that m asiincidenta, and incidents incidents of a generic nature with organisms.
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be laid.up far m:nths er even years clan mortility, cisms residing in ths
I * * * * *

Natune andProbable Consequence- without the implementation of an service water supply header could still

In a nuclear power plant, it is imperative adequate control program, allowing be swept along the piping if the flow

that the heat generated by the nuclear fouling organisms ample time to become velocity is sufficiently high. Since the,

reactor and the components of safety estabhshed in systems that otherwise service water supply headers can be

systems be dissipated to the environs. might be unaffected during operation. quite long, even a moderately dense

his process is usually performed by De concem here is that plants could infestation may translate into a large

transferring the heat being generated to begin operation without the operators volume of clams. A small percentage of

various cooling systems via heat being aware of the fouling that could these. If swept along the pfping could
overburden automatic backwash serviceexchangers and then to a heat sink such exist.

as a river. lake or coolirs tower.nese An example of this, that did not go water strainers.

processes are utilized during normal undetected by the licensee,is the d. Although all nuclear power plants

operations and cubsequent to normal described occurrence at San.Onofre are designed to withstand a seismic

plant shutdownns or accidents. Failure Unit 1.nis plant had been shutdown event, the vibratory motion induced by

to provide adequate cooling could result for steam generator tube repairs for over such an event may cause fouling
in severe damage to the safety-related one year. Dunng this time. the periodic organisms such as oysters, that attach

components or systems designed to flushing of the system with heated water themselves to piping walls by a strong
safely shut down the plant and to (heat treatment) nonnally used by the but brittle bond, to be broken loose in

mitigate the consequences of a major licensee to control the growth of marine sufficient quantities by the pipe flexure

occurrence (such as a loss of coolant organisms, was curtailed. Due to the to cause flow blockage in cooling water

accident. LOCA). lack of periodic heat treatment the systems. In a similar manner, during a

ne events described inTable 1. licensee discovered, after obsening a seismic event, piping severely encrusted

although limited in actual consequence, low saltwater coolant flow rate, that with corrosion products may release a

clearly are precursors to a possible gooseneck barnacles were present on substantial amount of debris which can
common cause failure that could lead to the component coo!Ing water heat collect in equipment bearing or seal
more serious consequences, particularly exchanger discharge tubesheet and in coolers blocking the cooling water flow.
In conjunction with postulated the saltwater discharge piping. He In both cases, the buildup of fouling
accidents.He nature of aquatic fouling powth of the barnacles effectively (1) organism or corrosion products may not
in piping systems is such that it may go reduced the flow area of the piping noticeably degrade system performance
unnoticed, or not severely degrade causing low flow and (2) caused the during normal operation; however the
system performance. until the system is malfunctioning of a butterfly valve.

hrformance of redundant systems couldcalled upon to function following an Fire protection systems using service simultaneously degraded following a
incident. Some of the ways that this can water are also prime candidates for seismic event. Since the reactor coolant
be postulated to occur are described fouling by aquatic organisms since they system is seismically designed, a LOCA
below, inherently contain stagnant branch lines is not postulated to result from a seismic

j a. During normal operation, that are conducive to marine growth, event. A degradation of the service
particularly if an adequate control Branch lines in fire protection sfone lerwater system,in this case, would not berink

nerally have orifices o half
heads [ese would be susceptible to an immediate safety cacern but mayprogram is not being followed, fouling
inch. lengthen the time required to go to coldorganisms can grow in large diameter

pipingif the flow velocityislow. A plugging. In addition, live organisms or shutdown as a result of the
quantity of fouling organisms, sufficient marine shell fragments would be swept unavailability or diminished heat
to cause severe flow blockages in toward the open sprinkler head in the removal capacity of the shutdown
safety-related coolers under accident . event of a fire. culing system.
conditions, could accumulate in such c. Seismically diked emergency ponds e. Seal coolers are generally provided

' piping without causing significant flow utilized by some power plants as the on pumps that may be called upon to
,

degradation under normaloperating ultimate heat sink could also support the
conditions. nerefore, a situation such growth of Asiatic clams. lf make-up to pump heated water from the

containment sump following a LOCA:
as this could go undetected for a long the pond is from a waterbody in which for example, such pumps include the

'

time since a large accumulation of the Asiatic clams are known to be
fouling organisma would be required present. then it is likely that the clams high and low pressure injection pumps.!

before any noticeable flow degradation will be found in the ultimate heat sink containment spray pumps o,r residual

was observed.nese fouling organisma and possibly in the service water supply heat removal pumps. Surveillance
'

may potentially be slowly swept into headerleading to the plant from the testing of these pumps is, by necessity.

components requiring cooling water ultimate heat sink. performed with water at ambient

causing tube plugging and degraded Under design heat loads (e.g., post. temperature. %is is not representative,

performance. lf additional service water IDCA) ultimate heat sink temperatures
of the temperatures of water'

'

pumps are started following an incident, could reach 110 to 120*F during summer
encountered during the post LOCA

, the tendency for live organisms, marine months.nis is not enough to cause a recirculation mode of operation.

shell fragments, and other debris to be substantial mortality of the clam herefore. if flow blockage existed in
'

swept down the piping into heat population. Dead cla ns may be more of the pump seal coolers due to the growth

ers wouldincrease due to the a problem thanlive organisms, since of fouling organisms, or a buildup of sitt

exer " low velocity. they are more easily swept along by the or corrosion products,it could 30
hi hu f

n. Fouling organisms also thrive la flow.herefore, following a LOCA thet unnoticed during pump surveillance6

stagnant runs of piping in operating resulted in high pond temperatures, testing unless flow measurements

systems or in piping systems which have service water system pertormance could through the coolers were part of the test.
.

been inactive for long periods of time. be padually degradedif the dead clams %ere are two reasons for this: (1) Since
Particularly during initial construction ce are swept into the system.Even if the the pumped fluid is at ambient

extended maintenance outages, systems temperature of the ultimate heat sink temperature, seal cooling may not be|

that would normally be operating may does not reacitthe point that causes necessary and no seal degradation

.
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would be observed even eher hours of its early stages 'and (2) the rete of established (as inUnit 1 described
running without cooling water; and (2) accumulation of the organtema can be above) and the heat exchangers were

i

generally, surveillance testing is of such rapid. the surveillance test, the taken out of service of repair.'

o short duration that no noticeable seal Gow drop from1goospm to At San Onofre.the smwth of
approximately 800 spm over a Sve gooseneck barnacles was attributed ta

degradation would occur even if cooling minute interval. indicating a sissable the termination of a heat treatmentfisw were necessary for sustained
operation. Since pumps required during blockage. About six buckets of clama procedure that controls their growth.

were removed.Be event remains under ,, De treatment was terminated during a
thz post.LOCA mcirculation are investigation.He licensee is drudying protracted plant shutdown of 14 months.generally located outside primary the service water piping to identify fo' The system problems were noted duringcontainment (in the auxiliary building) inspecuon any panone of piping that routine operational checks. Jdegraded pump seals would result in the may be conductive to Asiatic clam At Pilgrirn, the mussels apparently <

Inkage of radioactively contaminated
water outside containment. 8,", Q$4g, grew in the Salt Service Water System |* '0'' I

,,,,, even thogh a back flusing and cleanout <

! Similarly, pumps provided with planned to be complete prior to the program was instituted to control their fbearinglube oil coolers could be refueling outage scheduled for October growth. Routine surveillance indicated a
susceptible to flow blockages due to ggg3, continuing problem due to decreasing;'
f uling organisms or the accumulation of At Rancho Seco, the corrosion
ccrrosion products or silt deposits. Flow occurred because the heads were cast

heat transfer capabilities. ;

; blockages in these coolers could also go steel. A corrosion resistant coating such In general, the causes of the incidents |i
'

unnoticed during surveillance testing as epoxy or copper / nickel cladding above related to an inadequate

; unless the cooling water flow was would have prevented the problem. surveillance and monitoring of the heat

premature bearing failure when the.
Existing surveillance testing procedures, exchanger performance characteristicsm:nitored.His could result in however, were also dencient in that the such as flow rates, fouling f6ctors, heat'

pumps are needed to run for an safety-related heat exchanger transfer coefficients, etc.

sxtended period of time, e.g., fellowing a performance was not verified under Acu m h h e h
,

LOCA. appropriate accident conditions.
At Brunswick, the chlorination I.icenseee_nelicensees of Arkansas

He safety concern identified by these program,which was art of the program Nuclear One. Rancho Seco. Brunswick.
avents is the possible degradation of the to control the gro of marine San Onofre Unit 1 and m have*

heat transfer capabilities of redundant organisms,was stopped for cleaned and flushed the a eted cooling
szfety systems to the point where approximately 14 months due to water systems.De licensees have also
system functionis lost. Preventive potendal opwaumet problems and committed to improving design features
measures and methods of detecting . envir amentaleffects. Although and detection techniques which are
gradual degradation have been operatinal and administrative controls intended to preclude the development of
inadequste in certain areas to pmelude were inadequate at Arkansas Nuclear significant fouling of safety-related
the occurence.ne above postulated One and Brunswick to detect early signs cooli"I e# stems in the future'
events involve a common cause failure of th b! the plant 8 NRC-- e NRC conducted special
mode that can effect redundant systems. shutdo whe'n the tech 1 in8pecuons ar&ng ee mnts at ee
Aquatic organisnis, mud silt and specif cationlimits could nolongerbe fac les not abm.In adeuon, on|

corrosion products have been the main met. As previously discussed, the Apq1981 ee NRCs OfHce ds urce of flow blockage in the coolant incident at Brunswick has the most Inspection and Enforcement issued IE
piping system and associated heat safety significance of the incidenta Buneun H.%w Blockage di

l sxchangers where events have occurred. described in this mport. Unit 1 which Cooling Water to Safety stem
Cause or Causes-A variety of causes was shutdown on April 17. teet to begin Compents by Cdia sp.(Asiatic"

lead to the events reported in Table 1. a scheduled maintenance outage. Clem) and Ww sp@msey .h
At Arkansas Nuclear One, the Rrst experienced a totalloss of the residual'

" "9"" **" " " I"

event discovered September 3.1900, the beat removal system on April 25.1981. determine whether either species was
. growth of Asiatic clams was In order to provide residual heat pmsenHa ee vkinny deek stauon

unanticipated in the design and amoval capacity during the plant and the extent of any fouling these'

! cypropriate operational control features shutdown, an alternate cooling Dow organisms may have caused in fire
were not provided.De design and path had to be established. Because of '

'u hpre '

operational control features that did the problems found on the Unit 1 RHR ge asn e en
exist were inadequate to prevent the heat exchangers, the similar heat received from all of the operating plants.

'

buildup of mud silt, and corrosion exchangers in b operating Unit 2 were H' ' '* ed "
i

products frombecoming a major examined.For RHR heat exchanger 2A' she u. ar ed lun

; problem, a higher than normal differential findings either in the plant or in theflow was discovered;
De second event at Arkansas [sure at de

source or receiving waterbody. Eight
ver, the e late was not sites have seen some evidence ofNuclear One. Unit 2 on January 14.1982 displaced.bbaffl platewasfound Asiatic Clams in the plant and six sitescasumes additional e ficance as displaced for RHR heat exchanger 2B. have seen evidence of mussels in thecompared to the oth described events Derefore. Unit 2 was shutdown using lant.This has ranged from occasionalsince it indicates that (1) although the heat exch:.nger 2A at mduced capacity, dings of a few shell fragments in thecorrective actions taken to prevent After the unit was in cold shutdown,

main condenser to malor infestations.
4

buildup of marine organisms may not be and alternate cooling flow path was An additional seven sites have reported
'

t: tally effective, the increased frequency
cf surveillance implemented as a result that while Asiatic clams were not yet

%, m,,g, present in the plant they were present
,

of the previous event allowed the w ,,%.ac edeuom. in either source or receiving
, m ,n o,

licensee to detect the claim intrusion in eisnmc ni
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waterbodies and infestations at the plants reported problems caused by mud systematically. From this collection of
p!rnt were possible in the future. and allL la some cases,they claimed this events. ORNL will evaluate the safety

The Bulletin also asked licensees to to be a e problem at the plant than significance of service water
drscribe their methods for preventing madne to ~ malfunctions and provide their
cnd detecting any future fouling at their in July test.NRClasued IE recommendations for any corrective
pl:nts. A combination of chlorination. Informauon Nouce 31-31." potential measures that they believe may be
heap treatment, flushing, backflushing Loss of Dires.t Access to Ultimate Heat needed. NRR will attempt to correlate
end the installetion of strainers wem the Sink".%e Notice described the loss of specific plant design features,
preventative actions taken by most of the normal decay heet removal system surve llance programs and preventative
thi affected plants.Many of them at Brunswick.It also emphasized the measures with the magnitude and types
routinely inspect the intake canal, the need for licensees to initiate appropriate of service water problems tyported in
pump discharge strainers and the main actions. as described in IE Bulletin 81- 1ERs and the responses to IE Bulletin
c:ndenser, cleaning them out as needed. 03, for any marine organisms that could 81-03. Based on the results of this study.
Detection methods mcluded surveillance cause fouling at their plant, corrective actions will be recommended
programs comprised of visual A case study entitled " Report on in order to improve the reliability of
inspections and measurements of flow, Service Water System flow Blockages service water systems.
differential pressure, and temperature at by Bivalve Mollusks at Arkansas la addition to the servia water study.
various system locations.Dese actions Nuclear One and Brunswick",was NRR is reviewing the design of baffle
by the licensees can be expected to issued by the NRC's Office for Analysis plates in ''U" tube heat exchangers
hsve varying degrees of effectiveness and Evaluation of Operational Data in s milar to those used at Brunswick. This
dipending on the frequency with which February 1982. review is to determine if a generic
thiy are performed and the severity of De NRC's OfBee of Nuclear Fasctor problem exists and if the design is
thi infestation present at and around the Regulation (NRR)is conducting a appropriate for the given application.
P ant. generic study of service water system F P th B ding' dl

IE Bulletin 81-43 addressed fouling by malfunctions.%is studyis being g,, tioas km e as
Asiatic clams and musseles only. . assisted through the Special Studies appropriata,in the quarterly Report to
%1refore.most plants discussed only program at the Oak Ri National Congress on AbnormalOccurrences
these two species in their responses. Laboratory (ORNL].In e program,

sedes'}
Some plaats however, mentioned the ORNL willinvestigate licensee event
presence of other fouling organisme such reports (IERs) fross January 1979 Dated at Washington. D.C this 13th day of

ts cther species of clams, oysters, through june 1981 on the partial or May test

btrnacles, tubeworms'and algae to comptete loss of service wster syatems samuelJ.Chilk.
n:me a few. In addition, a number of and organise these results - Secretaryofthe commission.
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